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Abstract. Are there credible electromagnetic (EM) poten-
tial earthquake (EQ) precursors? This a question debated in
the scientiﬁc community and there may be legitimate rea-
sons for the critical views. The negative view concerning the
existence of EM potential precursors is enhanced by fea-
tures that accompany their observation which are consid-
ered as paradox ones, namely, these signals: (i) are not ob-
served at the time of EQs occurrence and during the after-
shock period, (ii) are not accompanied by large precursory
strain changes, (iii) are not accompanied by simultaneous
geodetic or seismological precursors and (iv) their traceabil-
ity is considered problematic. In this work, the detected can-
didate EM potential precursors are studied through a shift in
thinking towards the basic science ﬁndings relative to granu-
lar packings, micron-scale plastic ﬂow, interface depinning,
fracture size effects, concepts drawn from phase transitions,
self-afﬁne notion of fracture and faulting process, univer-
sal features of fracture surfaces, recent high quality labora-
tory studies, theoretical models and numerical simulations.
We try to contribute to the establishment of strict criteria
for the deﬁnition of an emerged EM anomaly as a possibly
EQ-related one, and to the explanation of potential precur-
sory EM features which have been considered as paradoxes.
A three-stage model for EQ generation by means of pre-EQ
fracture-induced EM emissions is proposed. The claim that
the observed EM potential precursors may permit a real-time
and step-by-step monitoring of the EQ generation is tested.
1 Introduction
Earthquakes (EQs) possess strong relevance to material sci-
ence. In a simpliﬁed view, an EQ may be regarded as the rub-
bing of a fault. The way in which a frictional interface fails is
crucial to our fundamental understanding of failure processes
in ﬁelds ranging from engineering to the study of EQs, e.g.,
Kawamura et al. (2012, and references therein). Understand-
ing how EQs occur is one of the most challenging questions
in fault and EQ mechanics (Shimamoto and Togo, 2012).
The main effort has been devoted to the study of EQ dy-
namics at the laboratory scale. Two different directions have
been followed for this purpose. The ﬁrst one mainly focuses
on the understanding of the laws that govern friction (e.g.,
Johnson et al., 2008; Zapperi, 2010; Ben-David et al., 2010;
Chang et al., 2012). The second one refers to the fracture-
induced acoustic emission (AE) and electromagnetic emis-
sion (EME) techniques, as they are sensitive to the micro-
structural changes occurring in the sample. Indeed, it has
been found that micro- and macro-cracking processes are ac-
companied with EME and AE ranging in a wide frequency
spectrum, i.e., from thekHz band to theMHz band. Espe-
cially, insight into EQ dynamics has been gained through
fracturestudiesofusuallypre-cutrocksamples,tomimicslip
on pre-existing tectonic faults (Lockner et al., 1991). Such
studies have established that there is a considerable overlap
between the statistics of EQs and laboratory AE/EME stud-
ies. These include basic properties such as the Gutenberg–
Richter frequency-magnitude relation and the correspon-
dence of Omori’s law for aftershocks and primary creep
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decay sequences (Lockner, 1996; Baddari et al., 1999; Rumi
and Ananthakrishna, 2004 and references therein; Fukui et
al.,2005;KumarandMisra,2007;ChauhanandMisra,2008;
Baddari and Frolov, 2010; Baddari et al., 2011; Lacidogna et
al., 2010; Schiavi et al., 2011; Carpinteri et al., 2012).
It is practically impossible to install an experimental net-
work to measure stress and strain at the location where an EQ
is generated (focus area) using the same instrumentation as
in laboratory experiments. It is therefore impossible to inves-
tigate the corresponding states of stress and strain and their
time variation in order to understand the laws that govern
the last stages of EQ generation, or to monitor (much less
to control) the principal characteristics of a fracture process.
In principle, this disadvantage does not accompany the tool
of the fracture-induced EME in the case of signiﬁcant shal-
low EQs that occur on land, keeping of course in mind that
laboratory experiments are man controlled while ﬁeld obser-
vations are measurements of events over which researchers
have no control. On the contrary, the EME method is ex-
pected to reveal more information when it is used at the geo-
physical scale. Indeed, a major difference between the labo-
ratory and natural processes is the order-of-magnitude differ-
ences in scale (in space and time), allowing the possibility of
experimental observation at the geophysical scale for a range
of physical processes which are not observable at the labora-
tory scale (Main and Naylor, 2012). At the laboratory scale
the fault growth process normally occurs violently in a frac-
tion of a second (Lockner et al., 1991). Thus, the idea that
ﬁeld observations at the geophysical scale by means of EME
will probably reveal features of the last stages of failure pro-
cess which are not clearly observable at the laboratory scale,
allowing the monitoring in real-time and step-by-step of the
gradual damage of stressed materials during EQ preparation
process, cannot, in principle, be excluded.
Based on the above-mentioned expectation, we installed a
ﬁeld measurement network using the same instrumentation
as in laboratory experiments for the recording of fracture-
inducedkHz andMHz magnetic and electric ﬁelds, respec-
tively. Since 1994, a telemetric remote station has been in-
stalled in a carefully selected mountainous site of Zante is-
land at the southwest of the island (37.76◦ N–20.76◦ E) pro-
viding low EM background noise. The complete measure-
ment system comprises of (i) six loop antennas detecting
the three components (EW, NS, and vertical) of the vari-
ations of the magnetic ﬁeld at 3kHz and 10kHz, respec-
tively; (ii) three vertical λ

2 electric dipole antennas detect-
ing the electric ﬁeld variations at 41, 54 and 135MHz, re-
spectively; (iii) other magnetic and electromagnetic sensors.
All the time-series are sampled once per second, i.e., with a
sampling frequency of 1Hz. The block diagram of the mea-
surement conﬁguration is shown in Fig. 1. Note that the main
focus is on the recordedMHz andkHz EME. The measured
frequencies (3kHz, 10kHz, 41MHz, 54MHz and 135MHz)
were selected in order to minimize the effects of the man-
made noise in the mountainous area of Zante. We note that
the installed experimental setup helps us not only to specify
whether or not a single MHz or kHz EM anomaly is possi-
bly EQ-related in itself, but also whether a sequence ofMHz
andkHz EM disturbances which emerge one after the other
in a short time period, could be characterised as possibly EQ-
related one.
Are there credible EM earthquake potential precursors?
This is a question debated in the scientiﬁc community
(Uyeda et al., 2009). There may be legitimate reasons for the
critical views. The degree to which we can establish a pre-
EQ EME as a potential precursory phenomenon reﬂecting
the underlying failure process is depended on how well we
understand the failure processes. However, many aspects of
EQ generation still escape our full understanding. “No sci-
entiﬁc prediction is possible without exact deﬁnition of the
anticipated phenomenon and the rules, which deﬁne clearly
in advance of it whether the prediction is conﬁrmed or not”
(Kossobokov, 2006). This deﬁnition should be applied to the
study of the pre-EQ EM signals too. It is impossible to iden-
tify a recorded pre-EQ EM anomaly as a possibly EQ-related
one having as sole criteria that it was recorded prior to an EQ
and that it has amplitude higher than the amplitude of the
background EM noise at the location of the ﬁeld measuring
station. Unfortunately, “there was a lot of bad science call-
ingitselfprediction”(Cyranoski,2004).Thus,earthquakere-
searchers armed with arguments to invalidate the word “pre-
diction”appeared(Wyss,1997;Gelleretal.,1997a).Weclar-
ify that we use the term “pre-EQ” to indicate EME observed
prior to a signiﬁcant EQ.
The negative view concerning the existence of EM poten-
tial precursors is enhanced by paradox features that accom-
pany their observation. More precisely:
1. A common observation from all of the experiments de-
signed to detect fracture-induced EM potential precur-
sors at the geophysical scale is that MHz-kHz signals
are observed before EQs, but these signals are not ob-
served at the time of EQs occurrence, namely, an EM
silence systematically emerges before the time of the
EQ occurrence (Gokhberg et al., 1995; Matsumoto et
al., 1998; Hayakawa and Fujinawa, 1994; Hayakawa,
1999; Morgounov, 2001; Eftaxias et al., 2002 and ref-
erences therein, 2012). The following relevant argu-
ment is often raised by some scientists leading them
to the conclusion that the observed kHz EM anomalies
are not EQ-related ones, despite the existence of any
other strong multidisciplinary documentation support-
ing their validity (e.g., Park et al., 1993; Geller, 1997;
Geller et al., 1997b; Johnston, 1997): If the recorded
EM signals are emitted from micro-fracturing, why is
there no EM signal detected at the time of the EQ
occurrence? We note that laboratory experiments by
means of AE detect the largest emission at the collapse
of rock samples, while the AE and EME were for a
long time considered as two sides of the same coin.
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Fig. 1. The block diagram of the measurement conﬁguration installed at the Zante remote telemetric station. The recorded data are acquired
and regularly forwarded to the central telemetric station of the University of Athens through PSTN.
Thus, really, it seems that there is no reason why there
is a time gap between the observed EM anomalies and
the occurrence of the EQ. Note, however, that newer
evidence shows that the view that AE and EME are
two sides of the same coin is not generally valid. It is
valid only during the plastic ﬂow (damage) phase, but
not during the last phase of the post-peak stage (see
Sects. 5.1 and 6).
2. EM emissions are not observed during the aftershock
period. This feature is considered as enigmatic one, as
well.
3. Strain changes are largest at the time of EQ. The
general observation of EM potential precursory sig-
nals without co-seismic ones is considered a para-
dox on the grounds that any mechanism must explain
why the emerged EM signals are not accompanied by
large precursory strain changes, much larger than the
co-seismic ones. Geller et al. (1997a) emphasise that
the absence of simultaneous geodetic or seismologi-
cal precursors means that the observed EM anomalies
are not EQ-related ones. In fact, a candidate potential
precursory EM activity should be consistent with other
precursors that are imposed by data from other disci-
plines.
4. ThetraceabilityofEMpotentialprecursorsisalsocon-
sidered as problematic on the grounds that they should
normally be absorbed by the Earth’s crust.
The scope of the present work. The above-mentioned le-
gitimate critic views suggest that the observed EM poten-
tial precursors should be formulated through a shift in think-
ing towards the basic science ﬁndings of fracture/faulting
process. We attempt to formulate these potential precursors
based on recent high quality laboratory studies, theoretical
models and numerical simulations relative to granular pack-
ings, micron-scale plastic ﬂow, fracture size effects, interface
depinning, self-afﬁne notion of fracture and faulting process,
concepts drawn from phase transitions, and universal fea-
tures of fracture surfaces. Especially, we think that it is use-
ful to consider the sub-level (or microscopic) ingredients that
underlie the macroscopic phenomenology of failure process
in order to understand the former paradoxes (Papanikolaou
et al., 2012). Recent progress in experimental techniques, al-
lowing one to test and probe materials at sufﬁciently small
length, or time scales, or in three dimensions, has led to a
quantitativeunderstanding of thephysical processesinvolved
from the micro- to the geophysical scales (Bouchaud and
Soukiassian, 2009; Papanikolaou et al., 2012). In parallel,
simulations have also progressed; by extending the time and
length scales they are able to reach and thus to attain con-
ditions experimentally accessible at the geophysical scale.
Thus, one can study the candidate EM potential precursors
under the light of these new progresses. Such a study had not
been previously attempted. We pay attention to recent studies
(Papanikolaou et al., 2012 and references therein) revealing
that “single microcrystals display a rich collection of novel
mechanical behaviours: together with size effects and the
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emergence of avalanche slip events, the importance of often-
neglected slow processes on intermittency has now come to
light. The presented experiments at the microscale now force
us to reconsider our understanding of the macroscopic world,
such as disordered solids and earthquake faults.”
Based on the above-mentioned concepts, we try to con-
tribute to the establishment of strict criteria for the deﬁnition
of an emerged EM anomaly as a possibly EQ-related one by
investigating for the existence of speciﬁc EQ-compatible fea-
tures embedded in it. These features are summarized through
a proposed three stages model of EQ generation by means
of the observed EM potential precursors. In the frame of the
above-mentioned direction, our effort has been recently fo-
cusing, in an appropriately critical spirit, on asking ﬁve basic
questions: (i) How can we construct a strict set of criteria
which will permit us to discriminate a sequence of emerged
MHz and kHz EME as a possibly EQ-related one? (ii) How
can we link an individualMHz andkHz EM potential pre-
cursor with a distinctive stage of the EQ preparation? This
question is the most crucial one. (iii) Is the systematically
observed (for a long time and globally) EM silence before
the EQ occurrence a paradox feature or does it constitutes
the last potential precursor proclaiming that the under prepa-
ration EQ is imminent? (iv) How can we identify key symp-
toms in an EM potential precursor which signify that the oc-
currence of the prepared EQ is unavoidable? (v) Are the con-
sidered as enigmatic features enigmatic indeed? Finally, the
claim that the observed EM potential precursors may permit
a real-time and step-by-step monitoring of the EQ generation
is also tested.
2 A three-stage model for earthquake generation by
means of pre-EQ fracture-induced EM emissions
Two important features are consistently observed at the geo-
physical scale:
(i) The launch of the pre-EQMHz radiation systematically
precedes thekHz one (Gokhberg et al., 1995; Matsumoto et
al., 1998; Hayakawa and Fujinawa, 1994; Hayakawa, 1999;
Morgounov, 2001; Kapiris et al., 2004; Eftaxias et al., 2002,
and references therein). This situation is also observed at the
laboratory scale by means of AE and EME. At the geophys-
ical scale theMHz EME often emerges during the last week
before the EQ while thekHz EME from half an hour up to
a few decades of hours before the shock. (ii) As it has been
mentioned, EM signals are not observed at the time of EQ
occurrence. Based on the above mentioned experimental fea-
tures we propose the following three stage model for EQ
generation by means of pre-EQ fracture-induced MHz-kHz
EMEs.
Stage 1. A signiﬁcant EQ is what happens when the two
surfaces of a major fault slip over one another under the
stresses rooted in the motion of tectonic plates. However,
large stresses siege the major fault after the activation of a
Fig. 2. A fault (blue lines) is embedded in a heterogeneous envi-
ronment. The EQ preparation process at the ﬁrst stage concerns the
fracture of a disordered medium surrounding over a critical circle
(Bowman et al., 1998; Sammis and Sornette, 2002) the major fault
emitting theMHz EME which can be described by means of a phase
transition of second order. The symmetry breaking signalizes the
transition from the phase of non-directional, almost symmetrical,
cracking distribution to a directional localised cracking zone along
the direction of the fault. The EQ is inevitable if and only if the as-
perities break (green highlighted area), emitting thekHz EME dur-
ing the second stage, and then an EME silence follows.
population of smaller faults in the heterogeneous region that
surrounds the major fault (Fig. 2). The mechanism of EQ
generation is not fully understood. It has been suggested that
seismicity triggering is driven by the smallest EQs which
trigger fewer events than larger EQs, however they are much
more numerous (Helmstetter, 2003).
It has been proposed that the initially observedMHz EM
anomaly (Fig. 3) is due to the fracture of the highly hetero-
geneous system that surrounds the formation of strong brit-
tle and high-strength entities (asperities) distributed along
the rough fault surfaces sustaining the system. This emis-
sion shows antipersistent behaviour and can be described
in an analogy with a phase transition of second order in
equilibrium (Kapiris et al., 2004; Contoyiannis et al., 2005;
Contoyiannis and Eftaxias, 2008; Contoyiannis et al., 2010;
Eftaxias et al., 2007; Eftaxias, 2012; Potirakis et al., 2013).
Stage 2. Laboratory experiments of rock fracture and fric-
tional sliding have shown that the relative slip of two fault
surfaces takes place in two phases. A stick-slip like fracture-
sliding precedes dynamical fast global slip (Bouchon et al.,
2001; Baumberger et al., 2002; Rubinstein et al., 2004, 2007;
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Chang et al., 2012; Kammer et al., 2012). Our understanding
of different rupture modes is still very much in its infancy
(Ben-David et al., 2010). We note that the pioneering lab-
oratory friction experiments of Rabinowicz (1951) showed
that the transition between static and dynamic friction occurs
over a characteristic slip. Recent studies reveal that physical
systems under slowly increasing stress may respond through
abrupt events. Such jumps in observable quantities are abun-
dant, being found in systems ranging from complex social
networks to EQs (Papanikolaou et al., 2012). We propose
that the abruptly emerging sequence of kHz EM avalanches
(Figs. 4 and 5) originates at the stage of stick-slip-like plastic
ﬂow. This potential precursor shows persistent behaviour and
does not include any signature of phase transition of second
order in equilibrium.
Stage 3. We propose that the systematically observed EM
silenceinallfrequencybandsissourcedinthestageofprepa-
ration of dynamical slip which results to the fast, even super-
shear, mode that surpasses the shear wave speed (Ben-David
et al., 2010).
In the following sections, we present arguments that sup-
port the aforementioned hypothesis.
3 Stage 1: Does the emergence of theMHz EME
reveal the fracture of the highly heterogeneous system
surrounding the major fault? – an interpretation in
terms of criticality
The compressive failure of a disordered medium appears as
a complex cumulative process involving long-range corre-
lations, interactions, and coalescence of microcracks. Na-
ture seems to paint the following picture in the fracture of
a heterogeneous system (Garcimartin et al., 1997; Bowman,
1998; Sornette, 2000; Girard et al., 2010, 2012; Halasz et al.,
2012). In the early stages of deformation, when the disor-
dered medium is subjected to external load, the weak com-
ponents break immediately and serve as nucleation centres
for the growth of broken clusters. The load transferred to the
nearest neighbours of broken components gives rise to fur-
ther breaking. As deformation proceeds cooperative effects
appear, cracking areas cluster in space according to scale-
free patterns and are dynamically interacting to each other.
As the external load increases larger clusters are formed
and long-range correlations buildup through local interac-
tions until they extend throughout the entire system. At peak
load, the largest damage cluster does not yet span the het-
erogeneous system (Girard et al., 2012). Then, during the
post-peak phase cracking events are localised in the vicinity
of one or a few large damage clusters that eventually evolve
into a spanning cluster. Girard et al. (2010) using simulations
conclude that the spatial correlation length associated with
damage events reaches the size of the system at peak load.
This means that the divergence of the correlation length pre-
cedes the ﬁnal failure of the disorder medium. Strain-driven,
compressive failure experiments on rocks have resulted in a
similar observation: the failure plane is not fully formed at
peak load (Lockner et al., 1991). All these results advocate
for a critical point interpretation of failure. The challenge in
the analysis of a recordedMHz EM time-series is to show
that this includes the above-mentioned features and espe-
cially to detect the “critical epoch” during which the “short-
range” correlations evolve into “long-range” ones, as well
as the epoch of localisation of damage. We argue that the
aforementioned two crucial epochs can be identiﬁed in the
recordedMHz EM time-series. More precisely:
Based on a fractal spectral analysis of theMHz EM time-
series, it has been shown that the associated Hurst-exponent,
H, lies in the range 0 < H < 0.5 indicating that the dynam-
ics of the observedMHz EM ﬁeld is characterised by anti-
persistency (Kapiris et al., 2004; Contoyiannis et al., 2005),
namely, if the EM ﬂuctuations increase in one period, it is
likely to decrease in the period immediately following, and
vice-versa. This means that the underlying fracture mecha-
nism is characterised by a negative feedback mechanism that
“kicks” the cracking rate away from extremes. The existence
of antipersistency supports the suspicion that the MHz EME
would be described in analogy with a thermal second order
phase transition in equilibrium (Contoyiannis et al., 2005).
This really happens. Indeed:
Characteristic features at a critical point of a second order
transition are: (i) the existence of strongly correlated ﬂuctua-
tions, right at the “critical point” the subunits/cracking clus-
ters are well correlated even at arbitrarily large separation,
namely, the correlation function C(r) follows long-range
power-law decay; (ii) the appearance of self-similar struc-
tures both in time and space. This fact is mathematically ex-
pressed through power law expressions for the distributions
of spatial or temporal quantities associated with the afore-
mentioned self-similar structures (Stanley, 1987, 1999). Be-
low and above of the critical point a dramatic breakdown of
critical characteristics, in particular long-range correlations,
appears; the correlation function turns into a rapid exponen-
tial decay (Stanley, 1987, 1999).
Recently the method of critical ﬂuctuations (MCF) has
been introduced, which can reveal the critical state as well as
the departure from critical state (Contoyiannis and Diakonos,
2000; Contoyiannis et al., 2002). The analysis ofMHz EME
by means of the MCF reveals (see Fig. 3):
i. The time-window in the EM time-series that corre-
sponds to the “critical window”, namely, the epoch
during which the short-range correlations between the
cracking areas have been evolved to long-range ones
(Contoyiannis et al., 2005, 2010, 2013). More pre-
cisely, the laminar lengths (waiting times) ﬁt a power-
law type distribution with exponents usually approach-
ing the value 1.4. Importantly, the “critical window”
in theMHz time-series is characterised by strong an-
tipersistency (Contoyiannis et al., 2005, 2010, 2013).
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The associated physical information is that the control
mechanismregulatingthefracturekicksthesystemout
of extreme situations providing adaptability, the ability
to respond to various external stresses.
We note that, Halasz et al. (2012), based on a ﬁber bun-
dle model of subcritical fracture with localised load
sharing, showed that for high disorder, simultaneously
growing cracks are spread homogeneously over the en-
tire disordered system, while the distribution of wait-
ingtimesfollowsapower-lawfunctionalformwithex-
ponent 1.4. As it is said, the spatial correlation length
associated with damage clusters reaches the size of the
system at peak load (Girard et al., 2010, 2012).
ii. The “non critical window” in theMHz EM time-series
which emerges after the appearance of the critical
window (Contoyiannis et al., 2005, 2010, 2013). The
timescale invariance that characterises the critical win-
dow has been lost; the laminar lengths (waiting times)
ﬁt an exponential type distribution. This means that
short-range correlations between the cracking areas
have been emerged. Moreover, this window shows
lower antipersistency, namely it becomes less anti-
correlated, as the associated H-exponents are closer
to 0.5; the system has lost a part of its adaptability,
namely, the ability to respond to stresses.
The above-mentioned transition from the critical epoch
to the non critical one constitutes a crucial feature of sec-
ond order phase transition known as “symmetry breaking”
(Contoyiannis et al., 2005): its appearance reveals the transi-
tion from the phase of non-directional, almost symmetrical,
cracking distribution to a directional localised cracking zone.
Therefore, the MCF also reveals the time window of the
MHz EM time-series where the emissions of the post-peak
phase are strongly localised along the main fault (Lockner et
al., 1991; Girard et al., 2010, 2012). The integration of the
“symmetry breaking” implies that the rupture process has
already been obstructed along the backbone of strong as-
perities sustaining the fault surfaces. The “siege” of asper-
ities has already been started. However, this does not mean
that the EQ is unavoidable. The abrupt emergence of strong
avalanche-likekHz EM activity reveals the fracture of asperi-
ties, if and when the local stresses exceed their fracture stress
(Contoyiannis et al., 2005).
A crucial question refers to what is the physical mecha-
nism that organises the heterogeneous system in its critical
state. Lévy ﬁghts and Lévy walks are applied in modelling
physical systems with spatiotemporal fractality (Bouchaud
and Georges, 1990). The characteristic feature of Lévy ﬁght
is that it does not converge to the Gaussian stochastic pro-
cess; instead it is “attracted” towards the Lévy stable process
with inﬁnite variance. Lévy stable distributions, although
they play an important role in mathematics are basically
non-physical, because in real world there exist no processes
(“Lévyﬂights”)whichwouldproduceempiricaldatawithin-
ﬁnite moments (Kwapie´ na and Dro˙ zd˙ za, 2012). For this rea-
son, a family of more realistic distributions called “truncated
Lévy distributions” was introduced by Mantegna and Stan-
ley (1994) where an upper cutoff to the values of random
variables was introduced. Combining ideas of: truncated
Lévy statistics, non-extensive Tsallis statistical mechanics,
and criticality with features hidden in the potential precur-
soryMHz time-series we have shown that a truncated Lévy
walk type mechanism can organise the heterogeneous sys-
tem to criticality (Contoyiannis and Eftaxias, 2008 and ref-
erences therein). Intuitively, the proposed Lévy walk mech-
anism could be the result of a feedback “dialogue” between
the stresses and heterogeneity (Contoyiannis and Eftaxias,
2008).
In summary, the hypothesis that the analysis ofMHz EM
time-series permits the step-by-step monitoring of the time
evolution of the fracture of disordered material surrounding
the major fault in the stressed region cannot be excluded. The
emergence ofMHz EM silence before the time of the main
seismic shock occurrence is justiﬁed, as well.
4 Stage 2: Does the emergence of the strong
avalanche-likekHz EME reveal the sticking frictional
stage?
The answer to the question under study, due to its crucial
character, requires a thorough documentation. A set of strong
criteria should be formed which will permit a strict test of the
hypothesis that thekHz EME originates in the damage of as-
perities. In this direction we try to contribute by referring to:
(i) recent laboratory experiments; (ii) basic aspects of fault-
ing and fracture widely documented, especially focusing on
the self-afﬁne nature and universal characteristics of these
processes; and (iii) features which characterise an extreme
event.
4.1 Focus on laboratory experiments
A magniﬁed view of fault surfaces reveals a rough look-
ing surface with high asperities and low valleys. Thus, the
macroscopic frictional behaviour is mainly determined by
the rheological properties of asperities; two surfaces in slid-
ing motion will contact ﬁrst at these high asperities (Åström
et al., 2000). Because of the stress concentration at asperi-
ties, molecules or atoms are directly pushed into contact so
that an asperity may be viewed as a grain boundary, possibly
with some inclusions and impurities (Kawamura et al., 2012
and references therein).
However, how is the family of asperities broken? The fol-
lowing model is widely accepted (Chang et al., 2012 and
references therein). Large EQs initiate at a small nucleation
area and grow as propagating rupture fronts (Reches, 1999).
The propagating fronts activate a multitude of fault patches
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Fig. 3. (a) The 41MHz time-series associated with the Kozani–Grevena EQ (MW = 6.6, 13 May 1995). The green star indicates the time
of the EQ occurrence. (b)–(d) show the distribution of the amplitude of electromagnetic pulses for three consecutive time intervals marked
in (a). The second (yellow shaded) time interval determines, in terms of the method of critical ﬂuctuations (MCF), the crucial time interval
during which the short-range correlations evolve to long range (critical window); the corresponding distribution (c) might be considered to
be a precursor of the impending symmetry breaking readily observable in the subsequent time interval (d). The aforementioned evolution is
expected in the framework of the hypothesis that the fracture in the highly disordered media develops as a kind of generalised continuous
phase transition.
(asperities) that undergo intense deformation (see Fig. 1 in
Chang et al., 2012). Before the front arrives, the stress on
each patch is generally lower than its static strength. If the
arriving front raises the stress to the static strength level, the
patch strength may drop and it slips releasing elastic energy
stored in the rocks, and eventually it decelerates and stops.
In this way, the frictional fault surfaces suddenly slip, lock
and then slip again in a repetitive manner forming the “stick-
slip” state. The discovery of stick-slip phenomena has revo-
lutionised our understanding of how faults accommodate rel-
ative plate motions (Peng and Gomberg, 2010).
It is reasonable to accept that during the damage of a patch
a part of the released energy is emitted in the form of an
EM avalanche (an “electromagnetic earthquake”, EM-EQ).
We note that the greater the index of brittleness, compressive
strength, elastic moduli, and volume of the damaged asperity,
the greater is the EME energy generated (Wang and Zhao,
2013).
In the frame of this hypothesis, the sequence of “electro-
magnetic EQs” included in an abruptly emerged avalanche-
like strongkHz EM emission associated with the activation
of a single fault mirrors the sequential damage of asperi-
ties/sequenceof “stick-slip” eventsthat characterisethe stage
of quasi-static stick-slip-like sliding (see Figs. 4 and 5).
Recent high quality laboratory experiments strongly sup-
port the above-mentioned crucial hypothesis. Indeed, stick-
slip events rooted in the damage of a strong contacts are
characterised by sudden shear stress drops that range from
10%–30% of the maximum frictional strength (Johnson et
al., 2008). Thus, if our hypothesis is correct, laboratory ex-
periments should reveal that the radiation of EM signals is
observed only during sharp drops in stress close to global
rupture. This situation really happens. Strong EM pulses are
emitted only during stress drops around the peak of stress,
while the amplitude of the emitted EM ﬁelds is proportional
to the rate of stress drop. On the contrary, during the last
phase of the post-peak stage, that is the softening branch in
the load versus time diagram, no EME is detected, while, in
contrast, the most intense AE emerges (Fukui et al., 2005;
Lacidogna et al., 2011; Carpinteri et al., 2011, 2012). Con-
sequently, akHz EM silence is observed at the laboratory
scale as it is observed at the geophysical scale. Importantly,
Tsutsumi and Shirai (2008) recorded clear transients in the
electric and magnetic ﬁelds upon sudden slip in stick-slip
experiments on dry quartz-free rock specimen. The authors
note that the transient EM signals were observed only when
the fault slip occurred by stick-slip mode, not by a stable
mode of the sliding, and the amplitudes of signals increased
with increasing stress drop. The authors propose that the
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Fig. 4. Recordings of the magnetic ﬁeld strength (in arbitrary units) from Zante station at 10kHz (direction East–West) for the time period
from 24 July 1999 to 12 September 1999. The vertical red dashed line denotes the exact time of the Athens’ EQ occurrence (MW = 5.9,
7 September 1999). The horizontal green dashed line indicates the considered background noise level. The blue frame (see Fig. 5a for a
zoom on this part of the recordings) shows the couple of persistent strong burst-like EM emissions emitted just before the EQ occurrence.
Note that fault model of this EQ predicts the activation of two faults with energy relation 80% to 20% (Kontoes et al., 2000). Interestingly,
the second EM anomaly, contains approximately 80% of the total EM energy released, with the ﬁrst one containing the rest 20%, while the
same distribution holds for the entropy and information content of these two strong EM anomalies (see also Fig. 6) (Potirakis et al., 2012b).
generation process of the EM signals is closely related to the
characteristic behaviour of the fault at the time of the initia-
tion of slip during stick-slip events, probably with respect to
the intensity of the signals.
A characteristic feature of the observedkHz EM potential
precursor is its abrupt launch. This feature is well justiﬁed
in terms of laboratory and numerical experiments. Indeed,
as it was mentioned, large EQs initiate at a small nucleation
area and grow as propagating rupture fronts which activate
the multitude of fault patches. Numerical (e.g., Lockner and
Madden, 1991) and laboratory (e.g., Reches, 1999; Reches
and Lockner, 1994) studies indicate the abrupt initiation of
the nucleation phase of the ensuing global rupture justify-
ing the abrupt emergence ofkHz EM potential precursor. The
abrupt cease of thekHz EME is also justiﬁed (see Sect. 5.1).
We note that, McGarr and Fletcher (2003) and McGarr
et al. (2010) suggest that stick-slip friction events observed
in the laboratory and EQs in continental settings, even with
large magnitudes, have similar rupture mechanisms.
4.2 Focus on the aspect of the self-afﬁne feature of
fracture and faulting
From the early work of Mandelbrot, the aspect of the self-
afﬁne nature of faulting and fracture is widely documented
from ﬁeld observations, laboratory experiments, and studies
of failure precursors at the small (laboratory) and large (geo-
physical) scale. Universal structural patterns of fracture sur-
faces, weakly dependent on the nature of the material, on the
failure mode, and on the scale of fracture, have been well es-
tablished. Therefore, a set of strong criteria has been formed
that permit a strict test of the hypothesis that thekHz EME
originates in the damage of asperities. We have shown that
such a test is positive. Indeed:
Fracture surfaces were found to be self-afﬁne follow-
ing the persistent fractional Brownian motion (fBm) model
over a wide range of length scales (Chakrabarti and Ben-
guigui, 1998). We have shown that the proﬁle of the ob-
servedkHz EMEs follows this model (Contoyiannis et al.,
2005; Minadakis et al., 2012a).
The self-afﬁne behaviour can be quantitatively charac-
terised by a single Hurst exponent, H, as the average heights
difference hy(x)−y(x +L)i between two points on a pro-
ﬁle increases as a function of their separation, L, like LH
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 5. Recordings of the magnetic ﬁeld strength (in arbitrary units)
from Zante station: strong burst-like EM emissions emitted just be-
fore the EQ occurrence (a) at 10kHz (direction East–West) before
the Athens’ EQ (MW = 5.9, 7 September 1999) (above the back-
ground noise level, please refer to the blue frame in Fig. 4), and
(b) at 3kHz (direction North–South) before the Kozani–Grevena
EQ (MW = 6.6, 13 May 1995).
with H ∼ 0.75, weakly dependent on the nature of the mate-
rial, on the failure mode, and on the spatial scale of fracture.
We have shown that the roughness of the proﬁle of the ob-
servedkHz EM anomaly is in consistency with the aforemen-
tioned universal H-value (Kapiris et al., 2004; Contoyiannis
et al., 2005; Minadakis et al., 2012a).
In the frame of the aspect of self-afﬁne nature of faulting
and fracture, the activation of a single fault should behave as
a “reduced image” of the regional seismicity, and a “mag-
niﬁed image” of the laboratory seismicity. We have shown
that this happens: it has been shown that the populations of
(i) EM-EQs included in an observed EM potential precursor
associated with the activation of a single fault (Sect. 4.1),
(ii) EQs occurred on many faults included in a wide seismic
region during a large time interval, and (iii) laboratory AE
or EME pulses follow exactly the same relationship between
frequency and event magnitude. This examination has been
performed by means of the traditional Gutenberg–Richter
power-law, as well as in terms of a non-extensive function
which is rooted in ﬁrst principles of non-extensive statisti-
cal mechanics (Papadimitriou et al., 2008; Eftaxias, 2009;
Minadakis et al., 2012a, b).
4.3 Focus on extreme event features
A multidisciplinary analysis has also revealed that thekHz
EM potential precursor possesses the following crucial char-
acteristicsofanextremeevent(Karamanosetal.,2005,2006;
Kalimeri et al., 2008; Papadimitriou et al., 2008; Eftaxias et
al., 2009, 2010; Potirakis et al., 2012a, b, c; Minadakis et al.,
2012a; Eftaxias, 2012): (i) High organization, high informa-
tion content; (ii) Strong persistency, indicating the presence
of a positive feedback mechanism in the underlying fracto-
EM mechanism that leads the systems out of equilibrium:
(iii) Existence of clear preferred direction of fracture activi-
ties;(iv)Absenceofanyfootprintofasecondordertransition
in equilibrium or truncated-Lévy-walk type mechanism.
In summary, the possible seismogenic origin of such
emergedkHz EM anomalies cannot be excluded.
5 Stage 3: Does the emergence of thekHz EM silence
constitute a puzzling feature?
As it was said in the previous section, recent high quality
laboratory experiments strongly support the hypothesis that
the observed EM silence before the EQ occurrence is also
observed at the laboratory scale. Actually, accumulated ev-
idence enhances the view that this silence is not a puzzling
feature but the ﬁnal potential precursory signal indicating the
stage of the preparation of dynamical slip which results to
the fast, even super-shear, mode; that is a slip mode which
surpasses the shear wave speed.
5.1 An approach by means of laboratory experiments
and numerical studies
Recent laboratory experiments and numerical studies justify
the observed pre-seismic EM silence by means of the sharp
drop in the contact area at the peak stage, the behaviour of
the elastic moduli as damage increases, and the recently per-
formed clariﬁcation that the recorded AE and EME, in gen-
eral, are not two sides of the same coin. More precisely:
1. Park and Song (2013) have presented a new numerical
method for the determination of contact areas of a rock
joint under normal and shear loads. They report that,
“at the peak stage, the normal dilation was initiated,
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which led to a sharp drop in the contact area. Ap-
proximately 53% of the surface area remained in con-
tact, supporting the normal and shear loads. The active
zone was partially detached, and the inactive zone was
partially in contact. After the peak stage, the contact
area ratio decreased rapidly with increasing shear dis-
placement, and few inactive elements came into con-
tact until the residual stage. At the residual stage, only
small fractions, 0.3%, were involved in contact.” The
rapid decrease of contact area ratio is in full agree-
ment with the observed abrupt cease of thekHz EME.
Thus, the last emergedkHz EM avalanche (electro-
magnetic earthquake) into the EM potential precur-
sor may reveal the damage of the last strong asper-
ity which sustains the system in the sticking regime.
The above-mentioned scenario which bridges the ob-
servedkHz EM anomaly with recent experimental re-
sults and leads to the crucial hypothesis that the ob-
served EM potential precursor mirrors the damage of
a critical number of asperities that leads to the transi-
tion to the preparation of the ﬁnal fast slip calls for
further documentation. We recall that, McGarr and
Fletcher (2003) and McGarr et al. (2010) suggest that
stick-slip friction events observed in the laboratory and
EQs in continental settings, even with large magni-
tudes, have similar rupture mechanisms.
2. As it was mentioned, stick-slip events rooted in the
damage of a strong contacts are characterised by sud-
den shear stress drops that range from 10%–30%
of the maximum frictional strength (Johnson et al.,
2008).Theoccurredsharpdropinstressmeansthatthe
strain resistance dramatically decreases. Elastic mod-
uli, characteristics of the solid being considered, are
the key parameters for deﬁning relationships between
stress and strain and evaluating strain resistance. Lab-
oratory and theoretical studies show that the break of
an element is associated with decrease of elastic mod-
ulus of damaged material (Amitrano and Helmstetter,
2006); the elastic modulus signiﬁcantly decreases as
damage increases, approaching to zero as the global
fracture is approaching (Lin et al., 2004; Shen and Li,
2004; Chen, 2012). On the other hand, elastic mod-
uli also constitute crucial parameters for the detection
of AE or EME from material experiencing “damage”.
An increase of Young modulus and strength enhances
the EME amplitude (Nitsan, 1977; Khatiashvili, 1984;
Rabinovitch et al., 2002; Fukui et al., 2005). It might
beconcludedthattheobservedkHzEMgapjustbefore
the EQ occurrence is further supported by the above-
mentioned well-established behaviour of the elastic
moduli.
3. The up to a few years ago view was that AE and the
EME are two sides of the same coin. On the other
hand, laboratory experiments in terms of AE were
showing that this emission continues increasingly up
to the time of the ﬁnal collapse. The combination of
the above-mentioned features supported the up-to-now
impression that the appearance of EM silence just be-
fore the EQ occurrence is really a puzzling feature.
However, recent accumulated experimental evidence
enhanced some older ones indicating that the afore-
mentioned well accepted view was false; the recorded
AE and EME, in general, are not two sides of the
same coin. Indeed, simultaneous laboratory measure-
ments of AE and EME reveal the existence of two cat-
egories of AE signals (Yamada et al., 1989; Mori et al.,
1994, 2004a, b, 2006, 2009; Morgounov, 2001; Mori
and Obata, 2008; Lacidogna et al., 2010; Baddari and
Frolov, 2010; Carpinteri et al., 2012):
i. AE signals which are associated with EME sig-
nals. Both emissions are simultaneously gener-
ated during the creation of new fresh surfaces
which is accompanied by the rupture of inter-
atomic bonds and charge separation.
ii. AE signals which are not associated with EME
signals. It has been proposed that this category of
AE is rooted in frictional noises that appear dur-
ing the rearrangements of the previously created
fragments which are not accompanied by signiﬁ-
cant production of new surfaces.
As it was mentioned, laboratory studies reveal that strong AE
and EME are simultaneously observed during stress drops
occurred close to peak stage in the load versus time diagram
(Fukui et al., 2005; Lacidogna et al., 2011; Carpinteri et al.,
2011, 2012). At this stage new fresh surfaces, which are ac-
companied by the rupture of interatomic bonds and charge
separation, are produced. Thus, the simultaneous emission of
strongkHz AE and EME is reasonable. However, during the
last phase of the post-peak stage, that is the softening branch
intheloadversustimediagram,whichisnotaccompaniedby
signiﬁcant production of new surfaces,no EME is detected,
while, on the contrary, the most intense AE emerges (e.g.,
Morgounov, 2001; Baddari and Frolov, 2010; Carpinteri et
al., 2012).
In summary, recent laboratory and numerical evidence ex-
actly corresponds to the data obtained at the geophysical
scale where EME is observed just before the EQ while there
is no EME at the time of the EQ occurrence.
5.2 An approach by means of granular packings
We recall that there is evidence for the existence of a wide
range of sliding velocities (or shear rates), even super-shear
rupture modes that surpass the shear wave speed in the ﬁnal
stage of fast dynamical slip (Scholz, 2002; Xia et al., 2004,
2005; Coker et al., 2005; Ben-David et al., 2010). The ap-
pearance of fast sliding implies the existence of a kind of
“lubrication” mechanism between fault plates.
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Recent studies verify that gouge formation which behaves
as bearings is found to be ubiquitous in brittle faults at all
scales, and most slip along mature faults is observed to have
been localised within gouge zones, while gouge included
in various faults display similar characteristics (Chester and
Chester, 1998; Sornette, 1999; Wilson et al., 2005; Reches
and Dewers, 2005; Baker and Warner, 2012). Wilson et
al. (2005) propose that the observed ﬁne-grain gouge is
formed by dynamic rock pulverization during the propaga-
tion of a single EQ; a gouge zone is quickly developing
with progressive slip reaching thicknesses larger than the
height of the asperities, and further grain-size reduction oc-
curs by systematic grain crushing due to ampliﬁed grain-
contact stresses enhanced by the formation of stress-chains
(Reches and Dewers, 2005 and references therein). In this
case, the system can be regarded as granular matter that is
sheared by the two surfaces (Kawamura et al., 2012 and ref-
erences therein). Thus, tectonic faults are a characteristic ex-
ample of shear failure in narrow zones (Åström et al., 2001;
Alonso-Maroquin, et al., 2006). Numerical studies show that
the so-called shear bands appear, for example, in granular
packings (Åström et al., 2000, 2001) while there local “ro-
tating bearings” are spontaneously formed (Åström et al.,
2000). Many authors report the discovery of a self-similar
space-ﬁlling bearing in which an arbitrary chosen sphere
can rotate around any axis and all the other spheres rotate
accordingly with negligible torsion friction (Baram et al.,
2004; Verrato and Fofﬁ, 2011; Åström and Timonen, 2012;
Reis et al., 2012). We note that not only granular dynam-
ics simulations but laboratory Couette experiments (Veje et
al., 1999) demonstrate the spontaneous formation of bear-
ings processes. Such a bearing-like mechanism has been pro-
posed to explain the “lubrication” of the fault surfaces (e.g.,
Åström et al., 2000; Åström et al., 2001; Baram et al., 2004;
Alonso-Marroquin et al, 2006). The above-mentioned “lubri-
cation” mechanism justiﬁes the appearance of pre-EQ EM
silence. Now we focus on the duration of the observed EM
silence. Two regimes for granular friction have been pro-
posed the quasi-static and dynamic regimes (Midi, 2004; Da
Cruz et al., 2005; Mizoguchi et al., 2006, 2009; Forterre and
Pouliquen, 2008; Hayashi and Tsutsumi, 2010; Kawamura et
al., 2012 and references therein). Laboratory and numerical
studies show that a time interval is needed for the formation
of a shear band in the granular medium and thus for the tran-
sition from quasi-static to dynamic surface ﬂow of a granular
system. Numerical studies reveal that this transition is char-
acterised by intermittent local dynamic rearrangements and
can be described by an order parameter deﬁned by the den-
sity of critical contacts, namely, contacts where the friction is
fully mobilized. Analysis of the spatial correlation of critical
contacts shows the occurrence of “ﬂuidized” clusters which
exhibit a power-law divergence in size at the approach of sta-
bility limit, as predicted by recent models that describe the
granular systems during static/dynamic transition as a mul-
tiphase system (Sharon et al., 2002 and references therein).
Laboratory studies also show local rearrangements. For ex-
ample, quantitative X-ray diffraction analyses indicate that
strain localisation and grain size reduction are also accom-
panied by changes in the nature and abundance of phases
at rock localities (Boulton et al., 2012). Laboratory studies
by means of acoustic measurements (Khidas and Jia, 2012)
reveal that when a granular medium is sheared, the shear
strain is essentially localised in a narrow zone location at the
mid-height of the box where a shear band is formed. Such
a shear localisation zone exhibits distinct features compared
to the rest of the medium, including extremely large voids
and the presence of a highly anisotropic network of force
gains (Khidas and Jia, 2012 and references therein). Welker
and McNamara (2011) have studied a numerical simulation
of granular assemblies subjected to a slow increasing devia-
tor stress. They found that during the ﬁrst half of the simu-
lation, sliding contacts are uniformly distributed throughout
thepacking,butinthesecondhalf,theybecomeconcentrated
in certain regions. This suggests that the loss of homogeneity
occurs well before the appearance of shear bands.
In summary, laboratory, theoretical and numerical studies
indicate that the stage of preparation of the fast dynamical
slip is associated with the appearance of a rolling-type “lubri-
cation” mechanism of the included gouge between the fault
surfaces. This phase is not accompanied by signiﬁcant dam-
age (breaking bonds) of brittle and strong material. A time
interval is needed for the formation of a shear band in the
granular medium and thus for the transition from quasi-static
to dynamic surface ﬂow of a granular system. The absence
ofkHz EM emission just before and at the time of the EQ
occurrence is therefore fully justiﬁed.
5.3 The heat-ﬂow paradox and the EM silence paradox:
two sides of the same coin
One of the unresolved controversies in this ﬁeld is a phe-
nomenon that geophysicists call “the heat-ﬂow paradox”
(Sornette, 1999; Alonso-Marroquin, 2006 and references
therein). To allow for large EQs, a fault should have a large
friction coefﬁcient so that it can restore a large amount of
elastic energy and overpass large barriers. According to com-
mon sense, when two blocks grind against one another, there
should be friction, and this should produce heat. Thus, large
EQs should generate a large quantity of heat due to the rub-
bing of the two fault surfaces. However, measurements of
heat ﬂow during EQs were not able to detect the amount
of heat predicted by simple frictional models. Calculations
using the value of rock friction measured in the laboratory,
i.e., a typical friction coefﬁcient between 0.6 and 0.9, lead to
overestimation of the heat ﬂux. As an example, one refers in
this context to the heat ﬂow observations made around the
San Andreas fault, which show that the effective friction co-
efﬁcient must be around 0.2 or even less (Alonso-Marroquin,
2006 and references therein).
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It might be concluded that the paradox of EM silence and
the heat-ﬂow paradox are two sides of the same coin. Both
paradoxes originate from the appearance of low dynamical
friction coefﬁcient during the last stage of EQ generation,
namely, the stage that prepares the ﬁnal fast, even supershear,
slip. We cannot deny the existence of possibly EQ-related
EME because of the EM silence paradox, in the same sense
that we cannot deny the existence of EQs because of the heat-
ﬂow paradox.
It might be concluded that the systematically observed EM
silence just before the EQ occurrence is a crucial feature of
fracture process from the laboratory up to the geophysical
scale constituting the last potential precursor of the imminent
global instability and not a paradox feature.
6 Why are the EM signals associated with small
precursory strain changes but not with much larger
co-seismic strains? – Shedding light from nanoscale
plastic ﬂow on the geophysical scale
The general observation of strong intermittent potential pre-
cursory EM signals without co-seismic ones is actually im-
portant because strain changes are largest at the time of EQ.
Any mechanism of EM potential precursors generation must
explain why EM signals are associated with small precursory
strain changes but not with much larger co-seismic strains.
Wearguethatasize-scaleeffectexplainstheaforementioned,
considered as paradox, feature. A size-scale effect is deﬁned
as a change in material properties which is rooted in a change
in either the dimensions of an internal feature or structure or
in the overall physical dimensions of a sample.
It is now well established that plastic ﬂow is size de-
pended,characteristically,ﬂowstressorhardnessareincreas-
ing with decreasing volume of material under load (Miguel
et al., 2001; Dimiduk et al., 2006; Ward et al., 2009 and ref-
erences therein). Plastic deformation in macroscopic samples
is described as a smooth process occurring in an elastic con-
tinuum. However, recent experiments on micron-sized crys-
tals reveal step-like stress-strain curves. Dislocation dynamic
model suggests that the onset of plastic ﬂow corresponds to a
non-equilibrium phase transition, controlled by the external
stress that separates a jammed phase, in which dislocations
are immobile, from a ﬂowing phase (Miquel et al., 2002).
Plasticﬂowproceedsthoroughasequenceofintermittentslip
avalanches (Uchic et al., 2004; Richeton et al., 2005, 2006;
Dimiduk et al., 2006; Miguel and Zapperi, 2006; Csikor et
al., 2007; Dahmen et al., 2009; Zapperi, 2012). The resulted
irreversible deformations intermittently change the micro-
scopic material shape, while the isolated slip events lead to
jumps in the stress-strain curves (strain bursts).
The statistics of the aforementioned discrete changes can
reveal the underlying processes. Importantly, the emerging
population of discrete slip events of microplasticity follows
a scale-free (power-law) size distribution. On the contrary,
in macroscopic sample plasticity appears as a smooth pro-
cess. Therefore, a raised intriguing question refers to the na-
ture of the cut-off which truncates scale-free behaviour at
large avalanches. More precisely one wonders (Csikor et al.,
2007): If there is no intrinsic limit to the magnitude of dis-
location avalanches, why do we not see them in deformation
curves of macroscopic samples? Are the properties of dislo-
cation avalanches truly universal?
Through ultra-precise nanoscale measurements on pure
metal crystals loaded above the elastic-plastic transition,
Dimiduk et al. (2006) directly determined the size of the
emerged discrete slip events; the displacement events, 1l,
follow a scale-free distribution with probability density func-
tion p(1l) ∼ 1l−a with a ∼ 1.5. The founded scaling re-
lationship is independent of sample size over the range ex-
amined as well as the gradually increasing stress over the
range of the test, namely, there is no work-hardening ef-
fect for single slip-plane ﬂow. Based on an alternative ap-
proach suggested by Newman (2005) the authors estimated
a power-law slope of 1.60±0.02 by a bootstrap method. On
the other hand, a statistical characterisation of intermittent
plastic strain bursts has also been performed by means of
AE. Dynamical processes associated with, nucleation, mo-
tion and emergence of dislocation groups and regular dislo-
cations pileups (such as slip bands and cracks) on the crystal
surfaces, cause AE. Experimental studies through AE have
revealed that the plastic ﬂow in crystalline solids is char-
acterised by temporal intermittency. The emerging AE is
consisted of a sequence of intermittent avalanches. The en-
ergy E of the acoustic bursts follows a scale-free distribu-
tion, having a probability density function p(E) ∼ E−κ with
κ ∼ 1.5–1.6 (Weiss and Grasso, 1997; Weiss and Marsan,
2003;Migueletal.,2001;ZaiserandMoretti,2005;Richeton
et al., 2005, 2006). The scale-free behaviour is extended up
to over 8 decades. It is characteristic the absence of any cut-
off. We pay attention to the ﬁnding that the exponents asso-
ciated with the probability density function of both discrete
slip events and AE events are practically identical. This im-
plies that a ﬁxed fraction of the work done by the external
stresses during an elongation jump is released in the form of
acoustic energy (Schwerdtfeger et al., 2007).
Dimiduk et al. (2006) conclude that the aforementioned
results support an emerging view that a statistical frame-
work that creates a coarse-grained description of dislocation
response is needed to bridge the gap between the behaviour
of individual dislocations and the ensemble of dislocations
thatgovernmacroscopicmetalplasticity.Importantly,Sethna
et al. (2001) propose that the existence of a scale-free set
of variables that describe deformation suggests that such a
coarse-graining variable set really exists. This assessment
puts dislocation motion in the same class as EQs, sand pile
avalanches, magnetic domain dynamics, and a wide variety
of other dynamical systems. Dislocated nanocrystals are a
model system for studying EQs generation; in analogy to
plate tectonics, smooth macroscopic-scale crystalline glide
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arises from the spatial and time averages of disruptive EQ-
like events at the nanometer scale (Dimiduk et al., 2006).
Csikor et al. (2007) determine the distribution of strain
changes during dislocation avalanches by combining three-
dimensional simulations of the dynamics of interacting dis-
locations with statistical analysis of the corresponding be-
haviour, and establish the dependence of this distribution on
microcrystal size. More precisely, according to their study,
the avalanche strain distributions obey the general form
P (s) = Cs−τ exp
h
−
 
s

s0
2i
, where C is a normalization
constant, τ is a scaling exponent, and s0 is the characteristic
strain of the largest avalanches. The authors tested the robust-
ness of the former equation in various physical situations and
concluded that the distributions can be described with a uni-
versal exponent τ = 1.5.
To elucidate the physical origin of the observed cut-off,
Csikor et al. (2007) consider the proposition that during
the progress of an avalanche, two processes reduce the ef-
fective stress upon the dislocations (Zaiser and Moretti,
2005; Zaiser, 2006): (i) Because of intrinsic hardening co-
efﬁcient 2, a higher driving stress is needed to sustain the
avalanche. The stress required to sustain-plastic ﬂow in-
creases with deformation, as if an additional back-stress
σb = −2γ was building up inside the crystal. The back-
stress opposes the propagation of large plastic avalanches,
including a ﬁnite characteristic size (Miguel and Zapperi,
2006). (ii) In case of displacement-controlled deformation,
the driving stress decreases due to relaxation of the elas-
tic strain. Based on these considerations they conclude that
s0 ∝ bE

L(2+0), where 0 is the effective stiffness of the
specimen-machine system (for a cubic compression spec-
imen with rigid boundaries 0 equals the elastic modulus
E), L is the characteristic specimen size, and b the dislo-
cation Bungers vector modulus. Rescaling the experimental
data points by setting s → S = sL2

bE and using a hard-
ening coefﬁcient 2 = E

1000, Csikor et al. (2007) found
that the scaled experimental data and simulated results are
described by a single, universal scaling function P (S) ∼
S−3/2exp
h
−
 
S

0.6
2i
. Therefore, their results demonstrate
the universality of avalanche behaviour in plastic ﬂow and
elucidate the cross-over between episodic and smooth plas-
ticity.
The fact that the avalanche strains decease in inverse pro-
portion to the sample size explains why it is difﬁcult to ob-
serve strain bursts in macroscopic samples. On the contrary,
in AE measurements, the acoustic energy is recorded. The
energy release associated with a dislocation avalanche may
be assumed to be proportional to the dissipated energy e,
which is related to the strain by e ≈ σsV, where σ is the
stress and V is the volume. Hence, the cutoff of the AE en-
ergy distribution is expected to increase with sample size as
e0 ∝ L2. On the other hand, a strong correlation between AE
and EME events has been well documented demonstrating
that during the plastic ﬂow (damage) both AE and EME are
radiated as two sides of the same coin (Hadjicontis et al.,
2007 and references therein).
The above-mentioned considerations explain why it is
easy to observe the potential precursory strong intermittent
avalanche-like EME at the geophysical scale while it is not
easy to observe the associated intermittent strain bursts.
7 Are the observed kHz EM signals in inconstancy with
other precursors?
At this point we refer to the argument that the absence of si-
multaneous geodetic or seismological precursors means that
the observedkHz EM anomalies are not EQ-related ones
(Geller et al., 1997a). Recent research results show that this
argument is not valid any more.
7.1 Focus on the existence of simultaneous geodetic
precursors
We recall that the observed potential precursorykHz EM ac-
tivity is associated with the stick-slip mode (see Sect. 4).
Slip ﬂuctuates spatially because of pinning on local asperi-
ties (Perfettini et al., 2001). Sensitive and fast measurements
have been performed by Nasuno et al. (1998) on sheared lay-
ers undergoing stick-slip motion with simultaneous optical
imaging. Measurements of vertical displacements reveal di-
lation of material associated with each slip event. The hy-
pothesis that these vertical displacements also cause defor-
mations on the Earth’s surface is reasonable. Consequently,
the hypothesis that a potential precursorykHz EM activity
should be consistent with other precursors rooted in the de-
formation of the Earth’s surface is really reasonable. This re-
quirement is fulﬁlled. Indeed, Synthetic Aperture Radar in-
terferometry (SAR) is an imaging technique for measuring
the topography of a surface, its changes over time, and other
changes in the detailed characteristics of the surface. This
method has demonstrated potential to monitor and measure
surface deformations associated with EQs. Such deforma-
tions have also been reported in the case of the Athens EQ.
Interferometric analysis of satellite ERS2 SAR images leads
to the fault model of the Athens EQ (Kontoes et al., 2000).
This model predicts the activation of two faults; the main
fault segment is responsible for the 80% of the total seismic
energy released, while the secondary fault segment for the
remaining 20%. On the other hand, two strong avalanche-
likekHz EM anomalies have been detected before the sur-
face Athens surface EQ (MW = 5.9, 7 September 1999) with
the following characteristics: The ﬁrst and second anomaly
lasted for 12 and 17h respectively with a cessation of 12h;
the second anomaly ceased at about 9h before the EQ (cf.
Fig. 6). Importantly, the observedkHz EM potential precur-
sor is in agreement with the above-mentioned ﬁndings per-
formed by SAR or seismological techniques: the largerkHz
EM anomaly, the second one, contains approximately 80%
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of the total EM energy released, with the ﬁrst one contain-
ing the rest 20%. Notably, the same distribution holds for
the entropy and information content of these two strong EM
anomalies (cf. Fig. 6) (Eftaxias et al., 2001; Potirakis et al.,
2012b).
7.2 Focusontheexistenceofsimultaneousseismological
precursors
A fracture-induced pre-seismic EM emission and the corre-
sponding foreshock seismic activity also should be different
manifestations of the same system. This requirement is valid,
as well.
Focus on thekHz EME. A seismic data analysis in the
case of the Athens EQ indicates that a two-event solution
is more likely than a single event; two EQs emerged a few
seconds one after the other (Eftaxias et al., 2001), while the
moment ratio of the two seismic events is not in conﬂict
with the aforementioned distribution of energy in the two
emergedkHz bursts. Moreover, based on concepts of nonex-
tensive statistical mechanics, we have further elucidated the
link between the potential precursorykHz EME the last stage
of the impending EQ generation (Minadakis et al., 2012a, b).
Especially, it has been shown that the statistics of regional
seismicity behaves as a macroscopic reﬂection of the physi-
cal processes in the activated main fault, which are mirrored
in the emergedkHz emission, as it would be expected by the
fractal nature of fracture and faulting.
The above-mentioned exceptional observational evidence,
beyond any analysis, strongly: (i) enhances the hypothesis
that thekHz EM potential precursor is associated with the
fracture of asperities via a stick-slip mechanism, (ii) supports
a strong relation between the observedkHz EM anomalies
and the associated fault modelling in terms of interferometric
and seismological analysis.
Focus on theMHz EME. We recall that it has been shown
that this potential precursor can be described in analogy
to the critical phase transitions in statistical physics (see
Sect. 3). Based on the recently introduced method of nat-
ural time analysis we have shown that both the potential
precursory MHz EM emission and the corresponding fore-
shock seismic activity present common signs of criticality
supporting the hypothesis that the MHz EM emissions and
the foreshock seismic activity are different manifestations of
the same complex system at critical state (Potirakis et al.,
2013).
In summary, recent experimental evidence seems to shake
down the negative argument under study concerning the seis-
mic nature of the observedkHz EM anomalies.
8 On the systematically observed EM silence during the
aftershock period
EME, as a phenomenon rootedin the damage process, should
be an indicator of memory effects, as well. Indeed, laboratory
studies verify that: during cyclic loading, the level of EME
increases signiﬁcantly when the stress exceeds the maxi-
mum previously reached stress level (Kaizer effect) (Lavrov,
2005 and references therein; Hadjicontis et al., 2005; Mori
and Obata, 2008; Mavromatou et al., 2008). The existence
of Kaizer effect can justify the aforementioned silence. The
stress during the aftershocks period does not exceed the pre-
viously reached maximum stress level associated with the
main shock occurrence.
9 On the traceability of the EM potential precursors
A critical view often raised concerns the traceability of the
fracture-induced EM emissions at the geophysical scale is
that: “even if one accepts the generation of the EME before,
and not at the EQ occurrence, an EM emission produced is
the Earth’s crust should be strongly attenuated by the Earth
or, much more, by the sea before reaching the surface and
being launched to the atmosphere.” (Johnston, 1997).
First of all, we clarify that the observed EM potential
precursors are associated with surface (shallow) EQs that
occurred on land or near coastline with magnitude ∼6 or
larger (e.g., Kapiris et al., 2002, 2003; Eftaxias et al., 2004;
Karamanos et al., 2006). It is known that for an EQ with
magnitude ∼6 the fracture process extends to a radius of
∼120km (Bowman et al., 1998). We argue that in this case
the traceability of possibly EQ-related EME is justiﬁed. In-
deed:
Accumulated evidence suggests that most of the released
energy is consumed in creating the fault zone: (i) McGarr et
al. (1979) conclude that “most of the released energy is con-
sumed in creating the fault zone, with less than 1% being
radiated seismically.” (ii) Boler (1990) found that the energy
of radiating elastic is smaller than 0.001 of the energy as-
sociated with new areas. (iii) Chester et al. (2005) conclude
that energy required to create the fracture surface area in the
fault is about 300 times greater than seismological estimates
would predict for a single large EQ. New surface areas gen-
erated during an EQ is S = 103−106 m2 for each m2 of fault
area. We recall that during the formation of new surfaces EM
radiations are emitted. Therefore, the hypothesis that a high
amount of EME is radiated during the creation of the fault
zone cannot be excluded. On the other hand, a network of
fracture traces having a fractal distribution in space is formed
as the seismic event approaches. Fractals are highly convo-
luted, irregular shapes. The number of breaking bonds is dra-
matically higher in fractal fracture process in comparison to
those of Euclidean fracture process. This situation justiﬁes
why a high amount of energy is consumed when the fault
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Fig. 6. (a) The two strong impulsive bursts in the tail of the recorded possibly EQ-relatedkHz EM emission (10kHz, East–West, magnetic
ﬁeld strength in arbitrary units) prior to Athens EQ (please refer to Fig. 4). For the speciﬁc signal excerpt, the EM Energy (in arbitrary units)
(b), the Fisher information (c) and approximate entropy (APEn) (d) evolution with time are presented. The light green, blue and yellow
coloured areas indicate the energy, information and 1-ApEn corresponding to the two bursts, respectively. The ﬁrst (left) burst is responsible
for the 22% of the EM energy, the 20% of the Fisher information, and the 22% of the ApEn, while the second (right) for the 78%, 80%,
and 78%, respectively. All graphs are time aligned, the vertical red line indicates the time of occurrence of the EQ.
zone is created. The creation of the aforementioned network
of traces/new surfaces forms a fractal network of EM emit-
ters, namely, a Fractal Geo-Antenna which radiate in a co-
operative way at the last stages of EQ preparation (Eftaxias
et al., 2004). The observed potential precursory MHz–kHz
EME are compatible to the notion of Fractal Geo-Antenna in
the frame of the recently introduced Fractal Electrodynam-
ics (Jaggard, 1990; Jaggard and Frangos, 2000), which com-
bines fractal geometry with Maxwell’s equations (Eftaxias
et al., 2004). Interestingly: (i) The fractal dimension of the
observedkHz EM potential precursors is D = 1.2, while a
surface trace of a single major fault might be characterised
by fractal dimension D = 1.2 (Sahimi et al., 1993; Sornette,
1991). (ii) Optimal paths play a fundamental role in fracture.
Recently, Andrade et al. (2009) have explored the path that is
activated once this optimal path fails and what happens when
this new path also fails and so on, until the system is com-
pletely disconnected. The authors conclude that for all disor-
ders the path along which all minimum energy paths fracture
is a fractal of dimension D = 1.22.
The aforementioned concepts may also imply an answer
why the nature plays meaningful 1

f music during the EQ
preparation process. A huge amount of energy is consumed
in risk-free (hazard-free) ruptures.
It might be concluded that there is no reason why a high
amount of fracture-induced EM emissions should not be di-
rectly launched through a Fractal Geo-Antenna to the atmo-
sphere in the case of large surface EQs that occur on land.
10 Discussion – conclusions
This study is based on the consideration that a deeper under-
standing of the pre-EQ EM signals in terms of recent results
of basic science offers a way to achieve strict criteria for the
characterisation of the observedMHz andkHz EM anoma-
lies as potential EQ precursors, and a better knowledge of
the last stages of the EQ preparation process.
Based on a multidisciplinary analysis we conclude that the
hypothesis that the following three stages model of EQ gen-
eration by means of pre-EQ fracture-inducedMHz–kHz EM
anomalies, which is in full agreement with recent laboratory
experiments, cannot be excluded:
1. The initially launched pre-EQMHz radiation, as it
happens at the laboratory scale, is due to the fracture
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of the highly heterogeneous system that surrounds the
formation of strong brittle and high-strength entities
(asperities) distributed along the rough surfaces of
the major fault. This appears as a complex cumula-
tive process involving long-range correlations, interac-
tions, and coalescence of cracking events. It is charac-
terised by a negative feedback mechanism and can be
described in analogy with a thermal phase transition
of second order. The analysis by means of the method
of critical ﬂuctuations reveals the “critical epoch” dur-
ing which the “short-range” correlations evolve into
“long-range” ones, as well as the epoch of localisa-
tion of damage process along the major fault in con-
sistency with the crucial feature of “symmetry break-
ing” that characterises a second order phase transition.
A truncated Lévy walk type mechanism can organise
the heterogeneous system to criticality. The criticality
of theMHz EM emission has been veriﬁed by the re-
cently introduced method of natural time. Importantly,
it has been shown by means of natural time that the
corresponding foreshock activity also shows critical-
ity.
In summary, the aforementioned crucial features strictly
deﬁne an observed MHz EME as a possibly EQ-related
one. We suggest that the appearance of a well documented
anomalydoesnotmeanthattheEQisunavoidable.Itslaunch
implies that the “siege” of asperities has already been started.
The abrupt emergence of strong avalanche-likekHz EM ac-
tivity reveals the fracture of asperities, if and when the lo-
cal stresses exceed their fracture stress (Contoyiannis et al.,
2005). The absence ofMHz EME during the main event is
justiﬁed.
2 The observed sequence ofkHz EM avalanches which
abruptly emerge in the tail of the pre-EQ EME, as
it happens at the laboratory scale, originates in the
stick-slip-like frictional stage preceding the prepara-
tion of ﬁnal fast dynamic sliding. The sequence of
electromagnetic bursts mirrors the sequential damage
of asperities. This hypothesis is in consistency with:
(i) recent laboratory studies; (ii) universal structural
patterns of fracture surfaces; (iii) the notion of self-
afﬁnity of fracture and faulting process; (iv) crucial
characteristic of an extreme event; (v) with other pre-
cursors that are imposed by data from other disci-
plines, namely, seismology and SAR-interferometry.
In summary, the aforementioned crucial features strictly de-
ﬁne an observed kHz EME as a possibly EQ-related one.
A sequence of MHz and kHz EMEs which emerge one
after the other within a short time interval, each of them ful-
ﬁlls the above mentioned criteria and are in consistency with
other seismogenic precursors, are possibly EQ-related. The
hypothesis that the analysis of a sequence ofMHz andkHz
possibly EQ-related EME permits the step-by-step monitor-
ing of the time evolution of the last stages of EQ generation
cannot be excluded.
3 The systematically observed EM silence just before
the shock occurrence reveal the preparation of the ﬁ-
nal fast, even super-shear, sliding phase. We suggest
that this, considered as enigmatic, feature is due to a
“lubrication” mechanism which is organised by gouge
included between fault surfaces similar to those ap-
pearedingranularpackings.Numericalandlaboratory
studies support this hypothesis. We propose that the
EM silence is another manifestation of the well known
heat-ﬂow paradox associated with the EQ occurrence.
We cannot deny the existence of possibly EQ-related
EME because of the EM silence paradox, in the same
sense that we cannot deny the existence of EQs be-
cause of the heat-ﬂow paradox. We emphasise that an
EM silence appears just before the ﬁnal rupture at re-
cent laboratory experiments, as well.
In summary, the observed EM silence seems to constitute
the last potential precursor of an impending EQ and not a
puzzling feature.
The future will decide whether the presented three stage
model is correct or not. However, the up to know laboratory
experiments, numerical studies and theoretical consideration
are in agreement with this model.
Attention has been devoted to other features considered
as well as enigmatic ones: (i) The absence of simultaneous
signiﬁcant strain avalanches during thekHz EM avalanches
observation is examined. We conclude that a size-scale ef-
fect, which has been resulted by recent high quality studies
of plastic ﬂow on micro-scale, fully explains the aforemen-
tioned, considered as inexplicable, feature of the study of EM
precursors. (ii) The hypothesis that the systematically ob-
served EME silence during the period of aftershocks occur-
rence is an indicator of memory effects, speciﬁcally the well
known Kaiser effect, cannot be excluded. (iii) The distribu-
tion of the consumed energy in various stages of EQ prepara-
tion process, in connection with concepts sourced in the ﬁeld
of fractal electrodynamics seem to explain the, considered as
problematic, traceability of the observed possibly EQ-related
EME.
A very interesting research topic for the future would
be the comparative multidisciplinary study of EME signals,
both atMHz andkHz bands, recorded at different geological
regimes of different seismological characteristics, and EQs
characteristics, e.g., of different generation mechanisms. It
could provide: (i) Useful information concerning future re-
search in the ﬁeld. (ii) The possibility for a statistical veriﬁ-
cation of the seismogenic nature of these signals. Indeed, a
signiﬁcant number of candidate potential precursory signals
are necessary for a statistical evaluation. On the other hand,
a reliable statistical identiﬁcation of seismic precursors re-
quires a two-step approach. First, an investigation “learning”
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step for the formation of a solid set of strict rules (required
characteristics) for the reliable characterisation of a candi-
date precursor as a valid one. Second, a recognition “test”
step for the evaluation of future candidate precursors on an
independent dataset according to the previously established
set of strict rules. We note that the above-mentioned strict
criteria for the characterisation of an observed MHz orkHz
EME as a potential precursor one offer for the ﬁrst time such
a set of rules. Therefore, this work contributes to the ﬁrst
step of this approach. We hope that this work will motivate
research teams at different parts of the world to work on the
acquisition and analysis of pre-EQ EME and eventually col-
lect the required data for such a research in the future. Then
the second step will be feasible.
We should also note that other possible explanations of the
involved natural processes preceding an EQ should also be
investigated in the future. For example, the picture put for-
ward by Papanikolaou et al. (2012) concerning the possible
explanation of the “stick-slip” behaviour could lead to inter-
esting new results. According to that picture, “stick-slip” be-
haviour can also be achieved (apart from increasing frictional
forces) by increasing the rate of non-equilibrium relaxation
channels that function to minimise the stress of the fault. In
this context, strong relaxation mechanisms some days be-
fore the EQ events may also lead to stick-slip like behaviour
at the fault, but near the event these relaxation mechanisms
cease to exist leading to a more random-like sliding (regular
avalanche regime) and ﬁnally to a very large EQ event.
Finally, the arguments presented in this paper for the jus-
tiﬁcation of the observed EM silence just before and during
the EQ occurrence, either referring to the recent laboratory
experiments evidence, or through granular packings, imply
that there is no signiﬁcant production of new surfaces dur-
ing the speciﬁc phase. The limited new surfaces that may be
produced either are too limited to result to a sufﬁciently high
level of EME so as to be detectable, or may even produce
EME at higher frequency bands. Although there have not
been any EME reported at higher frequency bands (e.g., at
GHz band) so far by the published laboratory experiments,
it could be interesting to further investigate experimentally
this possibility. Actually, our intention is to proceed to pilot
installations of GHz detection systems in our ﬁeld experi-
mental infrastructure.
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